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On Mohawks.
An overcast morning in Huntington Beach, accentuated with a layer of mist from the ocean still
lingering on the field in front of Ethel Dwyer Middle School, a boxy old structure perched atop a
grassy mound in this coastal suburbia. Everything was gray except the lawn, which somehow retained
its vibrant green. Informal clusters of students trudge towards the building we all believed was
haunted, wetting the toes of our shoes as they kicked through the shards of grass. Without much
build up a fight started, and it was over so quickly that a crowd had no time to gather. It was a
friend of mine, Ron Hanstein. It happened so fast I can’t remember why it started or what words were
exchanged, but I do remember the violence and Ron’s bloodied mouth launching red spit onto the
cement as we walked into school.
Ron was punk. He had a mohawk that was usually not spiked, laying softly down the left side of his
head leaving the shaved right side exposed. I was afraid of these kids, but they welcomed me into
their world because I was a skater, and so I hung out with them quietly listening and learning. The
next day Ron walked into school with his mohawk spiked fully erect into a great fan. I asked him how
he got it so rigid and he told me, “egg whites and Knox gelatin.” Later that day he was kicked out of
school for it.
-Ed Templeton

Hairdos of Defiance is a look into a microcosm of a fringe world, one where individuals engage in the
act of retreat or refusal as a generative form of identity-making. Eschewing perfection for style,
progenitors of the punk scene adopted the radical alterations of their bodies to signify their
displeasure. Offensively deviant, the Mohawk evolved as style dependent on social context and
determined by the historical moment; purposely assumed, it is both a mask and an act of masking.
This new collection of photos comes from twenty years of unmediated chance encounters with
individuals sporting Mohawks, beginning from Templeton’s hyper-localized backyard of Huntington
Beach and throughout the U.S. and Europe. Templeton’s method of photography is a result of blending
his dedication with a down-to-earth approach to his subjects, akin to collecting city space, body, and
identity in the context of real estate of presence.
A traditional photo show in an inventive installation, Hairdos of Defiance sets a scene. Its
resemblance to a bedroom, complete with wall wood paneling and nontraditional hanging, positions
the exhibited work in the context of its natural habitat - studios, homes - to form a deeply
confessional self-portrait of the objects within.

Hairdos of Defiance is accompanied by a catalogue published by Dead Beat Club with an introductory
essay by Ed Templeton.
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Ed Templeton (born 1972) is an iconic figure in the subculture of skateboarding. His paintings, photographs,
drawings, and mixed-media installations take their inspiration from the skate community he is a part of and the
suburban environment in which he lives. In 2010, a mid-career survey of his work entitled The Cemetery of
Reason traveled throughout Europe to three museums. Publications of his work include ten monographs, multiple
collaborative efforts with peers and wife Deanna, and hundred of self-published zines. His work has been shown
at the Museum of Contemporary Art Los Angeles, Palais de Tokyo, Paris, S.M.A.K. Museum, Belgium, Bonnefanten
Museum, Holland, Kunsthalle, Vienna, and Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, UK. Hairdos of Defiance marks
Templeton’s seventh solo exhibition with Roberts Project.
As of January 1, 2018, Roberts & Tilton is known as Roberts Projects. We are assuming this new name following the passing
of our long-time partner and friend Jack Tilton. We are proud to have developed a seventeen+ year partnership that spans
countless historically relevant exhibitions and an integrated gallery program of emerging artists as well as mid-career and
renowned, international artists. Roberts Projects will continue this trajectory, and such the programming, artists and
visionary nature of the gallery will remain the same.
Our mailing address and phone remain the same.
New website: robertsprojectsla.com
New email: info@robertsprojectsla.com
For additional information, please contact Mary Skarbek: 323.549.0223, mary@robertsprojectsla.com
Gallery hours are Tuesday – Saturday, 11:00am - 6:00pm.
Roberts Projects is located between Fairfax Avenue and La Cienega Boulevard.
Parking is available on the street and at Dunn Edwards located 1/2 block east of the gallery.

